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PREDICTION ACCURACY OF MCAERO
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS MODE
6.4 ° ANGLE-OF-ATTACK MACH 0.50




































• Subsonic Inviscid Analysis of Multiple Geometry
Perturbations at Small Additional Cost
Approach
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Exact potential O Perturbation analysis
flow solution method





VARIATION OF FLOW PROPERTIES WITH THICKNESS
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1. Conventional Panel Method Calculations
[AIj]'_I = BCi "-_ ¢i = [AiI]'I" BCI
2. First.Order Expansion
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TRANSITION / _SEPARATION POINT
LAMINAR ZONE '''_-TURBULENT ZONE
SOLUTION . GENERAL CASE
• PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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• APPROACH: ANALYTICAL EXPANSION
















• APPROACH: ANALYTICAL EXPANSIONTO
BOUNDARYLAYER METHOD
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MATCHING PROCEDURE FOR VISCOUS - INVISCID INTERACTION
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m _ Solution geometry
from 16°
r _ Solution at 18 °
t_ (converged in one iteration)I
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CONCLUSIONSREGARDINGSENSITIVITYANALYSISAPPROACH
• POWERFULEXTRAPOLATIONTOOL
• APPROPRIATEFOR STRONGINTERACTIONBETWEENDISTINCTTHEORIES
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